The evolution of optical signals in human and rodent cortex.
The time course of optical intrinsic signals was examined in order to characterize the evolution of response in human and rodent cortex. Both subtraction/ratio and principal component analyses were used to construct time-course curves. The time course began at a prestimulus baseline, responded with a finite delay, overcompensated, reduced to a maintenance level, and then disappeared. The magnitude, spatial involvement, and principal components demonstrated similar time-course curves both in human and in rodent. For acute stimuli, peak response was reached between 2 and 3 s and returned to baseline by 6 s poststimulation. The shape of the time-course curve is consistent with the need to satisfy neuronal demand and the contributions of vascular smooth muscle properties to the response behavior. The temporal delays and nonlinear phenomena observed in the time-course curves are consistent with a hydraulic model of neurovascular supply/demand behavior.